
Persons working in radiation-controlled areas are required by
law to be monitored individually. They are monitored by film
dosimeter and TLD provided by UTN for whole body and hand
exposures. Based on monitoring results over the last 5 years, it
was found that the average annual individual whole body dose and
the average annual collective (accumulated) dose received by the
workers are between 0.53 - 1.6 mSv and 1.37 - 3.42 mSv
respectively. These figures are comparable to those experienced by
radiation workers in other developed and developing countries. For
hand exposure, however, the dose received is generally higher than
the whole body dose but overall it shows a significant improvement
in terms of safety as indicated by a reduction in the amount of
dose received from 10.28 mSv in 1987 to-2.16 mSv in 1991. The
overall trend of declining occupational dose received by the
workers for both whole body and hand exposures indicates a
favourable working condition provided for workers in radiation
related activities.

Fatal cancer risk associated with occupational exposure is
small compared with the existing mortality rate. There is,
however, a considerable spread of doses received by workers within
occupational groups and there could, therefore, be room for
further reduction of radiation exposure in a number of instances.
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ABSTRACT

As Malaysia stands on the threshold of joining the industrialized
nations, the country has to face the challenge of controlling the
concomitant problems of environmental pollution, industrial
accident and diseases. National socio-economic development also
brings in its wake a higher expectation among the population on
their quality of life. There is also growing concern about the
increasing number of industrial accidents, disasters and diseases
which result in loss of lives and disabilities among affected
workers. While this has caused great economic loss to the nation,
the human suffering and anguish of those affected and their
families can never be quantified. Consequently, there is now an
urgent need to gear up our occupational health services to prepare
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for the task ahead in both prevention as well as treatment of
occupational diseases and injuries. The present paper examines
some of the ways in which this can be achieved.
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ABSTRACT

As Malaysian moves towards being a fully developed nation by the
year 2020, economic activities in all the industrial problems
related to occupational safety and health such as occurrence of
accidents and diseases will inevitably be increased. One of the
ways to check the potential problems is to step-up training and
education activity in occupational safety and health. The goal is
to develop the relevant skills which will contribute to the
reduction of risks in the working environments among all those
affected. The current status of the training and education in
Malaysia which regards to the availability of training courses for
specialists, management and supervisors, and workers are either
non-existent or grossly inadequate. The scarcely available
specialists in industrial hygiene, industrial safety and
industrial medicine received their training overseas as local
universities do not offer such courses. Management and supervisors
training are carried out in an uncoordinated manner by several
government agencies, voluntary bodies, professional institution
and trade unions, while workers education only exist among the
large multi-nationals. The trend in training and education in
future is expected to be greatly influenced by the proposed
enactment of the Occupational Safety and Health Act as well as the
establishment of the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH). The general duty clauses of employers,
employees, designers, suppliers stipulated under the proposed Act
will induce greater activity in this area. NIOSH will be
responsible to promulgate and conduct courses for those directly
or indirectly involved in OSH. To enhance training and education
in Malaysia, several actions are recommended.
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